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An International e Symposium on International Day for Biological Diversity on

theme Our Solutions are in Nature on 22nd May 2020 organized by ENVIS resource

partner, Institute of Wildlife Sciences, University of Lucknow in collaboration with

UP State Biodiversity Board, Biodiversity and wildlife conservation lab, Department

of Zoology, University of Lucknow, TSA India, Butterfly Research Centre, Bhimtal,

ONGC Pvt Ltd. and MoEF&CC India.

On this occasion Hon’ble Governor of Uttar Pradesh and Chancellor of University of

Lucknow Smt. Anandiben Patel attended the following programs via e-conferencing

at the University of Lucknow:

1. Release of the 1st ever bio-diversity index of Lucknow

2. Inaugural of international e-symposia organized on the occasion of International

Day of Biological Diversity

Opening of e Symposium was done with the welcome address by Prof Alok Kumar

Rai, Hon’ble Vice Chancellor, University of Lucknow in which he emphasized on the

work done by the University in the last 5 months, and specially during the lock-down

period. He Spoke that University of Lucknow is going to become the first University

in the country to assess its carbon foot-print and the first University in the country to

calculate a city’s bio-diversity index and many more works done by the university

related to students welfare and university.

Hon’ble Her Excellency Chancellor Madam released the 1st ever bio-diversity index

of Lucknow and then inaugurated the international e-symposia ‘Our Solutions are in

Nature’ and delivered her inaugural lecture. HE said that India is one of the 70

nations with the richest biodiversity, in fact we contribute 7% to the bio-diversity of

the world. She also said that both India’s past and its culture understand the

importance of bio-diversity. So much that that the atharvaved talks about several

plants and herbs essential for human health and survival. She said that the

international symposia’s theme ‘Our solutions are in nature’ is extremely relevant and

it is our duty to do whatever we can do help improve our biological diversity—e.g.

planting as many trees as possible, as many herbs as possible. She welcomed all the

speakers of the symposia and wished everyone the best. In the end, Her Excellency

called out to the researchers present in the event to think how we as a University, as a

city and as the public contribute to a greener city and maybe work towards achieving

that, and measuring what changes have happened due to these efforts in the next year.
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She also floated the idea that a similar bio-diversity index of the Raj Bhavan may be

made so that it can become clear what the Governor House can do to contribute

towards a greener world.

Speakers invited from US, Japan, France, Brazil, UAE etc. to deliver lectures at the

international esymposia from several countries were also present during the inaugural

function. Our first expert Dr. Shakeel Ahmad, Scientist from Environment Agency,

Abudhabi, U.A.E delivered a talk on terrestrial biodiversity assessment and

monitoring techniques in conservation biology and talk about the conservation case

studies in UAE and he also discussed about the wildlife monitoring using camera

traps, its utility and limits. Prof. Prof. Sylvia Turrell from University of Lille, France ,

Dr James Cheeseman, Gaussian INC, U.S.A, Prof. Yukihiro Ozaki, Kwansei Gakuin

University, Japan and Prof. Javier Ellena, Brazil remarked about the biodiversity, its

importance and threats challenges in their talk. Prof. Prof. Reuven Yosef Ben Guren

University, Eilate Campus, Israel delivered his talk on Win-Win Ecology and

ecological parameters of assessment. Dr. Ryno Kemp, Research Manager

VULRPO(Vulture Programme) South Africa discussed the status, distribution and

scenario of Vulture Conservation in South Africa. Dr. Kerry Kriger, Save the Frogs!

Founder/Executive Director, briefed in details about the amphibians, vocal

identification methods and conservation of amphibians through community

participation across the World in his talk.

Approximately 250 participants were participated from different part of world like

USA, UAE, China, Brazil, Japan, France and country like Gujarat, Bihar,

Uttarakhand, Karnataka, West Bengal, Haryana, Rajasthan, Jammu and Kashmir,

Punjab, Odisa, Maharastra, Uttar Pradesh, Tamilnadu, Kerala and Jharkhand etc.

The International e symposium concludes with very important message that today in

scenario of Covid-19, special emphasis given on biodiversity & its conservation,

India is known for its floral and faunal diversity as well as find the way for

conservation of biodiversity at Global Level. The e symposia mainly focused on

analyze global terrestrial, freshwater, and marine biodiversity scenarios using a range

of measures including extinctions, changes in species abundance, habitat loss, and

distribution shifts, as well as comparing model projections to observations Scenarios

Globally. It’s time to join hands and works together in collaboration for conservation

of biodiversity and also should be emphasis on participation of local community in

conservation.
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